Abstract-This paper aims to present a model to achieve complex searching (e.g. Wild card searching, blind searching, full text searching, metadata searching, etc.) over Structured P2P Overlay under dynamic environment. Lack of complex searching over Structured Overlay network and poor resilience due to peer dynamics makes it unsuitable for implementing the P2P systems and thus makes it very unpopular. In implementing the complex searching technique in structured overlay, the query must be processed by each node (peer) locally. This requires query to be efficiently broadcasted to all the nodes. However, broadcasting based algorithms tend to perform badly under highly dynamic environment and also create huge amount of maintenance traffic. This paper proposes a model which combines broadcasting based algorithm with efficient maintenance algorithm, which will reduce the maintenance traffic and increase the search efficiency.
I. INTRODUCTION
P2P system is a distributed network architecture, where interconnected nodes able to self-organize into network topologies with the purpose of resource sharing (e.g. processing power, storage capacity, network link capacity, printers). P2P system support wide area routing, efficient search of data, massive scalability, fault tolerance and redundant storage. P2P system does not depend on the central server for storage, lookup and to meditate between end systems. In P2P nodes behave as client as well as server. On the other hand high-end desktop computing is emerging and P2P system exploits the effective utilization of resources by increasing the utilization of resources at the edge of the internet. So the popularity of P2P system is increasing rapidly. However, the current P2P system is still partially centralized due to the deficiency of the Structured and Unstructured Overlay network. Structured Overlay implements decentralized system with lots of benefits, except its inability to perform complex searching and poor performance in dynamic environment. This paper proposes a conceptual model to achieve complex searching over Structured Overlay under dynamic environment.
II. MOTIVATION
P2P is emerging as most powerful distributed system, which provide high degree of decentralization, Manuscript self-organization, low cost deployment, organic growth, resilience to faults and attacks and abundance of diverse resources [1] . P2P system has been successfully deployed in sharing and distributing files, streaming media, telephony, application layer multicasting, volunteer computing, etc. Current P2P architecture is based on centralized and hybrid architecture, which is more or less dependent on central server, also the problem lies due to the huge amount of traffic induced that renders the solution un-scalable [2] . The problem of implementing a scalable P2P overlay with no central server has became a challenging problem, and the efforts to solve this problem emerged as Structured Overlay, also called as Distributed Hash Tables (DHTs) . Structured P2P Overlay offers fully decentralized system. It provides efficient look-up operations via DHT with complexity of O logN , where N is total number of nodes [3] . Structured Overlay use Consistent Hashing [4] to distribute resources among the nodes across the Overlay Network and achieve efficient load balancing. Structured Overlay only supports exact keyword based simple search, it is not possible to perform complex queries over Structured Overlay [2, 5] . The ease of manageability of P2P system under Dynamic environment is a open question [1] . Structured Overlay network has highly transient nodes which are not well supported by DHT [2] so the searching over Structured Overlay within dynamic environment (Churn) is not efficient [2] . These problems make Structured Overlay very unpopular.
III. STATEMENT OF PROBLEM

A. Evolution of P2P System
Over the years many popular P2P application has been developed based on several architecture. The evolution of P2P architecture according to the degree of centralization can be divided in to three categories (a) Centralized (b) Hybrid and (c) Decentralized [3] .
Centralized and Hybrid system do not offer scalability and resilience due to the dependency on server. Therefore, to address the problems of centralized and hybrid systems, decentralized systems have been introduced. The main challenge in decentralized system is searching or lookup of resources. Advanced searching mechanism allows users to effectively locate desired data in a resource efficient manner. Searching in decentralized system is classified in two broad categories-Unstructured Overlay and Structured Overlay [3] .
Unstructured Overlay does not impose any well defined network structure and build a random graph, so this kind of system work without any prior knowledge of the topology and Overlay structure. Searching in Unstructured Overlay is based on flooding or random walk algorithms, which is effective on locating highly replicated items and resilient to peer dynamics. Flooding based algorithms are not efficient for locating unpopular files and not suitable for large scale system [4] . In response to the scaling problem in Unstructured Overlay, Structured Overlay is proposed. Structured Overlay organizes the resource and nodes in well defined graph structure. In Structured Overlay nodes collaborate among them self by virtue of well defined topology and protocol. Structured Overlay protocols such as Chord [6] , Pastry [7] , Kademlia [8], Tapestry [9] is implemented using DHT functionality. It provides efficient look-up operations in the order of O logN , where N is the total number of nodes [4] . It maintains distributed state by using Distributed Hash Table ( DHT) [2] depicted in Fig. 1 . But Structured Overlay does not support Complex searching due to the limitation of DHT functionality [3] .
B. Graph Theory Perspective of Overlay Network
The network behavior of P2P is described as an Overlay network because P2P forms a logical network or virtual network on top of existing physical network also called Underlay network, shown in Fig. 2 . Overlay network is built in the application layer of the protocol stack. An Overlay network can be visualized as a directed graph , , where a node (vertex) and logical links (edge) between the nodes is two tuple relations .
C. Graph under Dynamic Environment
In dynamic environment nodes joins and leave the network randomly, this is called Churn. Presence of network dynamics dynamically changes the graph , to graph , , , , , , …. over time.
Joining of a new node n in the graph , , changes the graph to , . Where,
The operation adds one node to the graph , and at least one incoming and one outgoing link between the new node and rest of the graph. When a node n leaves the network , the new graph , is formed, where, 
, ,
, ^ ~ ^ ,
Fig. 1. Example of lookup("file-name-3.mp3") at any node should return address of the node belong it, which is here <add3>. 
E. Distributed Hash Table (DHT)
DHT is a decentralized distributed system that provides a lookup service similar to a hash table; (key, value) pairs are stored in a DHT. DHT infrastructure distributes an ordinary hash table onto a set of cooperating nodes. In DHT each resource and node is assigned a unique identifier Id H key , generated by a hash function H. The key associated to the resource and node is uniquely chosen, which allows any node to find the resource associated with a given key. Each node in the system is responsible for storing certain range of keys. DHT just implements one operation lookup (key) that returns the identity (e.g., IP address) of the node storing the object with that key. DHT provides more efficient and controlled searching over Structured Overlay. Hash table search 
F. Main Drawbacks of DHT
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H. Structured Overlay Maintenance Algorithm: Related work
Due to the presence of Churn in the network, the routing tables become inaccurate. This increases the system latency due to the query forwarded to unavailable nodes, leads to timeout. Increase in churn intensifies this problem. Since lookup query traffic and maintenance traffic both adds to the utilization of underlay bandwidth and resources, efficient maintenance algorithm is required to stabilize the overlay periodically. Adaptive Stabilization-consumes high bandwidth even when the nodes are less transient and system is under low dynamism. To address the problem of periodic stabilization, adaptive stabilization algorithm is proposed, in which the stabilization frequency is tuned according to some observed parameters, suggested in [29] . Adaptive stabilization reduces unnecessary bandwidth consumption by estimating the size of the system and the failure rate. The main drawback is to identify the system parameters to be observed and the methods of observing these parameters. For large scale system under highly dynamic environment it is difficult to estimate these values.
Correction-on-use-method takes use the overlay network in order to self-organize in face of changes. A newly joined node in DKS [13] first receives an approximate routing information and makes it accurate over time. Correction-on-use uses the following mechanisms:
1. When a node receives a message from another node, the receiving node adapts itself to account the presence of the sender.
2. When a node X sends message to another node Y, node X embeds information about its current and accurate "local view" of the network. Then the receiving node Y precisely determines whether the sender X had a correct view at the sending time. If not, a bad-pointer notification is sent back to node X with the identifier of a candidate node for correction. Upon receipt of such a notification, the sender node X corrects itself. If the ratio of the traffic injected into the system is high due to dynamism, the overlay network converges to a legitimate configuration. The main advantage of this algorithm is that it completely eliminates unnecessary bandwidth consumption. Each node pays for what it usage. However, if the ratio of the traffic injected into the system due to dynamism is not high, the convergence of the overlay network to legitimate configuration is slowed down.
Correction-on-change-technique, whenever a change is detected, all nodes that depend on the node where the change occurred are corrected [30] .
IV. PROPOSED MODEL
A. Algorithm for Broadcast over Structured Overlay
The main strategy to perform complex searching over structured overlay is to get the query processed by each node locally. The peer-to-peer application running at each node has implemented complex searching algorithms. Upon receiving a lookup query the node locally search matches with its shared contents and returns back the result to the sender node. Therefore, the query messages need to be sent to all the nodes of the network which is achieved by broadcasting the lookup messages to all the nodes of the network. The model proposed in this chapter is to efficiently broadcast the query over D1HT structured overlay. Fig.4 presents a flowchart illustrating a high label strategy to broadcast over structured overlay. For every message sent, an Init thread is created which sends the message/query to a particular node and waits for the acknowledgement. Therefore, in a single broadcast multiple Init threads are created. If a thread does not receive any acknowledgement within timeout, it assumes the node has failed, therefore generates an event. Each node creates a listener thread which receives messages and acknowledges the receipt of a message to the sender. The listener thread also checks the received message; if the message is maintenance event then it updates the routing table and forwards the event further. If the message is complex query, it evaluates the query against its local content by running complex searching algorithms. If the content is found, sends the result back to the sender, else it broadcasts the message further to all its nodes from the routing table. The broadcast algorithm uses the structure of the overlay to broadcast the message efficiently. 
B. Maintenance Algorithm
The broadcast based algorithms tend to perform badly under high churn rate; it requires employing some efficient maintenance algorithm. Structured Overlay D1HT [31] employ efficient maintenance algorithms called Event Detection and Routing Algorithm (EDRA) to inform nodes of a node joining or leaving the network. D1HT assure that large number of lookups are performed with one hop with 99% success rate, low bandwidth overhead, good balance of the maintenance traffic between the nodes and adapt in the system dynamics. In this model one such maintenance algorithm is proposed to use, to reduce the maintenance traffic and increase the stability of the Overlay Structure.
V. CONCLUSION
This paper proposes a model for complex searching technique over Structured Overlay under dynamic environment. This is achieved when all the queries are processed by each node locally, and the queries need to be efficiently broadcasted to all the nodes. On the other hand due to the presence of Churn in the network pollutes the routing table, thus increases the latency due to the query forwarded to unavailable nodes and leads to timeout. Increase in churn intensifies this problem. Since lookup query traffic and maintenance traffic both adds to the utilization of underlay bandwidth and resources. Efficient maintenance algorithm is required to stabilize the overlay periodically, so an efficient maintenance algorithm is proposed in this paper.
